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ABSTRACT: Solar-assisted water splitting with bismuth vanadate
(BiVO4) photoanodes has progressed significantly with many efforts
devoted to improving charge separation and surface charge injection
through synthetic methods, including dopants and catalytic layers. In
contrast, postsynthetic treatments occur after the synthesis of
electrodes. Recently, such postsynthetic treatments based upon
illumination, chemistry, electrochemistry, or combinations thereof
have led to dramatic improvements in the performance and efficiency
of BiVO4 photoanodes. This Perspective summarizes recent BiVO4
postsynthetic treatments with mechanistic details and highlights
important future directions. One broad challenge is that multiple
interpretations of defect changes may be consistent with routine X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy data. Further experiments are suggested
to better differentiate between the proposed defect changes. Also,
performance changes are considered separately with respect to charge separation and charge injection efficiencies as well as
within the context of known synthetic modifications. The emergence of postsynthetic treatments highlights new
opportunities to understand and improve photoelectrodes. Similar mechanisms may be of further utility as researchers turn
more focus toward the development of novel multinary metal oxide photoabsorbers for the production of solar fuels.
Lastly, postsynthetic treatments also elucidate possible electrode changes under extended service and can provide new
strategies to enable extended device performance.

Monoclinic bismuth vanadate (BiVO4) is a promising
and widely studied photoanode for solar-assisted
water splitting1,2 and is made from cheap source

compounds. BiVO4 has an indirect band gap energy of
approximately 2.4−2.5 eV (∼500−520 nm band edge),3,4 with
absorption into the visible and ultraviolet (UV) range of light,
and with a maximum theoretical photocurrent of ∼7 mA cm−2

under 1 sun AM 1.5G illumination. Additionally, a wider direct
band gap (ca. 2.7 eV) is also present in BiVO4.

4 The conduction
band edge (CB) lies near 0 VRHE (versus reversible hydrogen
electrode), placing the valence band edge (VB) near 2.4 VRHE
and providing significant excess potential for holes to photo-
oxidize water while electrons maintain a potential appropriate for
hydrogen evolution at the counter electrode with moderate
external bias. A thorough review of BiVO4 photoelectrochemical
(PEC) properties and challenges was recently published.3

Postsynthetic treatments have recently emerged as a way to
significantly improve PEC performance with treatments that
occur after the synthesis of electrodes. These postsynthetic
treatments are based upon illumination, chemistry, electro-
chemistry, or combinations thereof, improving the PEC

performance of active materials in ways that typically cannot
be achieved via direct fabrication methods. This Perspective
highlights recent findings with BiVO4 postsynthetic treatments
and identifies important avenues of future inquiries.
The efficiency of solar fuels production requires consideration

of both the photocurrent and the applied voltage bias. The role of
photocurrent is apparent and scales linearly with the energy
stored. Most oxide-based PEC devices require some externally
applied voltage bias (Eapp). Thus, the resulting fuel contains
energy from both the external voltage source and absorbed light.
The use of excessive bias voltage diminishes the balance of solar
energy stored. The applied bias photon-to-current efficiency
(ABPE) takes this important applied potential into account when
expressing the efficiency of conversion from solar to chemical
energy:5,6
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where Jphoto is the measured photocurrent at a particular applied
potential (Eapp) and Pphoto is the power density of AM 1.5G (100
mW cm−2); Erc corresponds to the cell potential of the redox
couple, and 1.23 VRHE corresponds to the standard cell potential
for water splitting. (Other units may be appropriately used.) It is
important to distinguish between the ABPE calculated with a 2-
electrode configuration (Eapp is between the working and counter
electrodes) for overall water-splitting versus the ABPE calculated
with a 3-electrode configuration (Eapp is between the working and
reference electrodes). The ABPE values in Figure 1b were

calculated from 3-electrode data to provide a level comparison
between samples because 3-electrode data is the most readily
available in publications. Photocurrents as high as 6.7 mA cm−2

(∼90% of the theoretical limit) have been reported for BiVO4
with Eapp = 1.23 VRHE;

7 however, operation at this voltage
corresponds to an ABPE of 0% (Figure 1a). (Data were extracted
from published figures using ScanIt 2.0 software.) Including both
photocurrent and applied voltage shows maximum demon-
strated ABPE values of 2.2−2.3% for BiVO4 (Figure 1b; 0.6 VRHE,
3.2−3.4 mA cm−2).6,8 A simple theoretical upper limit of 6.4−
7.7% ABPE for water splitting may be estimated by considering
the theoretical photocurrent limit (6.2−7.5 mA cm−2 for a band
gap of 2.5−2.4 eV, respectively) and band positions (neglecting
HER and OER overpotential losses, i.e., photocurrent saturation
at 0.2 VRHE with 100% fill factor). Clearly, there remains much

room for ABPE improvement by focusing on improving low-
bias-voltage operation. Design strategies should thus work to
maximize both charge separation and charge injection of BiVO4
with low applied bias voltage.
Overview of Photoelectrochemical Processes in BiVO4. For any

photoelectrode material, the overall PEC performance, measured
by Jphoto, is determined by the combination of several
phenomena, including the charge separation efficiency, the
charge injection efficiency, and light-harvesting efficiency (LHE),
and can be expressed as in eq 2. Here, Jabs is the photon
absorption rate expressed as a current density (determined from
LHE and the illumination spectrum), and ϕsep and ϕinj are the
charge separation and charge injection efficiencies, respectively
(Figure 2a).9,10

ϕ ϕ= · ·J J(V) (V) (V)photo abs sep inj (2)

For pure BiVO4, ϕsep is often limited by bulk recombination and
trapping of charge carriers (Figure 2b),11−16 whereas ϕinj is
typically limited by slow water oxidation kinetics and surface
recombination (Figure 2c), although these can effectively be
mitigated with the addition of cocatalyst layers.17−19 The
efficiency of each step is dependent on physical and chemical
processes within the bulk or at the surface of the material. The
relative rates of water oxidation (kwo) and recombination (krec)
determine the charge injection efficiency ϕinj at the surface
(assuming 100% faradaic efficiency) (eq 3).17,19

ϕ =
+

k
k k

(V)
(V)

(V) (V)inj
wo

rec wo (3)

Charge separation is accomplished by a combination of drift
from an external applied potential or from the internal potential
from the space charge layer (SCL), as well as diffusive charge
transport. For pristine (undoped) BiVO4, the SCL width can be
as high as 90 nm;17 this would enhanceϕsep of very thin, < 90 nm,
films. In contrast, thicker films (>200 nm) are needed to achieve
reasonable LHE values, dimensions where ϕsep is considerably
reduced because most carriers are produced outside of the SCL.
This may be mitigated by enhancing the extent of band bending
with gradient-doping.20 Use of a large external bias voltage can
enhance charge separation at the cost of significant loss of overall
ABPE. The separation of charge carriers produced far from the
SCL is limited by low carrier conductivity as well as
recombination sites within the film or at the substrate−BiVO4
interface.11,13 Here, because BiVO4 is normally operated with
bias voltage, improvements to conductivity (product of mobility
and carrier concentration) can improve charge separation.
Def ining Synthetic versus Postsynthetic Modif ication. Synthetic

strategies to improve the PEC properties of BiVO4, such as
nanostructuring films, designing heterostructures, applying
oxygen evolution catalysts (OECs), adding dopants to BiVO4,
among others, have been developed and used to great effect, and
were reviewed elsewhere.3,21,22 Postsynthetic treatments have
been concurrently developed and have enabled many of the
highest photocurrents reported to date.6−8 These treatments are
applied after the synthesis of BiVO4 and are based upon
illumination, chemistry, electrochemistry, or combinations
thereof. Postsynthetic treatments are intended to modify the
defect chemistry of existing material rather than to deposit
additional material. For this reason, treatments that deposit
metallic elements are not considered postsynthetic treatments.
For example, here we consider annealing BiVO4 under H2 or N2
gases to be postsynthetic treatments, whereas the deposition of

Figure 1. (a) J−V characteristics of BiVO4 photoanodes and (b)
applied bias photocurrent conversion efficiencies of high-performing
BiVO4-based photoanodes. All data were obtained with a 3-electrode
configuration to exclude variable counter electrode contributions.
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passivation or catalytic layers (e.g., FeOOH, CoPi, etc.) is a
synthetic treatment. Broadly, postsynthetic treatments affect
ϕsep, ϕinj, or both to improve the overall ABPE performance of
BiVO4.
An electrochemical treatment of Mo:BiVO4 was reported in

2011;23 this was followed by H2-annealed BiVO4 in 2013 and
subsequent follow-ups.24−27 In 2015, N2-annealed BiVO4 was
demonstrated to attain one of the highest ABPEs on record,6

second only to a report on electrochemically treated catalyzed
BiVO4 in 2016.8 Two illumination-dependent treatments, UV-
curing and photocharging of BiVO4, were published in 2015,

28,29

with later follow-up reports.30,31 In 2016, a significantly
accelerated PEC activation used a combination of light,
electrolyte, and applied potential.32

The defect changes during postsynthetic treatments are
sometimes subject to multiple equivocal interpretations as
many of the proposed mechanisms are consistent with the
often limited experimental data. For example, the addition of
both hydrogen interstitials30 and hydrogen antisite on oxygen26

as well as both the addition24 and removal26 of oxygen vacancies
have been supported by similar shifts in vanadium X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data; such contradictory
defect chemistries clearly require additional investigation.
Furthermore, multiple intrinsic (e.g., oxygen, bismuth, or
vanadium vacancies (vO

••, vBi‴, and vV′⁗); interstitials (Oint″ , Biint•••,
and Vint

•••••); and antisites (BiV″ and VBi
••)) and extrinsic (e.g.,

hydrogen interstitial, Hint
• , or substitution, HO

•••) defects are
proposed to exist in BiVO4, either directly after synthesis or after
exposure to PEC conditions (i.e., illumination and electro-
lyte).26,27,30 Additionally, defect clusters, e.g., double or triple
vacancies like vBi‴vO••, vBi‴vO••vBi‴, or vBr• vBi‴vO••, are also proposed to
affect the catalytic activity of semiconductor photoelectrodes.33

Differentiating between these numerous possible defect
chemistries will require more detailed follow-up studies using
experimental techniques that can probe local electronic environ-
ments and subsequently study charge carrier kinetics to elucidate
defect activity (e.g., as trap, donor, and/or catalytic sites).
Furthermore, the synthetic route dependence on subsequent
postsynthetic behaviors is rarely considered; is it not reasonable
that the native material defects should affect the results of a
postsynthetic treatment?
The emergence of postsynthetic treatments highlights new

opportunities to understand and improve photoelectrodes.
Similar mechanisms may be of further utility as researchers
turn more focus toward the development of novel multinary

metal oxide photoabsorbers where, like BiVO4, there is a
combinatorial expansion of the candidate point defect
chemistries. Lastly, postsynthetic treatments also elucidate
possible electrode changes under extended service and can
provide new strategies to enable extended device performance.
This Perspective will provide an overview of a variety of reported
postsynthetic treatments and attempt to describe unifying
features between treatments as well as paths forward toward a
deeper understanding.
Postsynthetic Improvement of Charge Separation. Synthetic

approaches to improve ϕsep are based on two main approaches:
increasing the free carrier density by substituting V with higher-
valent metals (e.g., Mo, W)10,13,20,23,34−37 and limiting
recombination at the back-interface by adding “hole-blocking
layers,” such as SnO2 or WO3, between BiVO4 and the
substrate.7,11−13,38,39 Postsynthetic techniques have recently
emerged with similarly significant improvements to charge
separation.
Postsynthetic Removal of Recombination Sites. Bismuth vanadate

photoelectrodes have been synthesized using numerous
techniques including sol−gel,10,40 spray pyrolysis,11 electro-
deposition and conversion,8,18,41 magnetron sputter deposi-
tion,37,42,43 chemical vapor deposition (CVD),44 and atomic
layer deposition (ALD),32,45 where each method results in
varying performance, partially due to the nature of the inherent
defects. The combination of mobility and carrier lifetime results
in a limited ∼70 nm transport length of electrons within BiVO4,
with holes able to diffuse farther.13 This characteristic is why
numerous BiVO4 publications report higher photocurrents with
back-side illumination to minimize the transport distance for
electrons.
Many of these synthetic techniques have been utilized to

create high surface area architectures in an effort to enhance
charge separation. The nanostructuring of pure BiVO4 improves
minority carrier (hole) transport to the surface,8,18 whereas
host−guest approaches are needed to improve electron transport
to the substrate.7,39,46−49 To date, the methods used for the
production of BiVO4 host−guest nanostructures have all utilized

Figure 2. For solid films, there is a trade-off between light-harvesting efficiency and charge separation efficiency (a). Band diagrams of BiVO4
showing stepwise processes toward water splitting with (b) light-harvesting and charge separation (ϕsep) followed by (c) charge injection (ϕinj).
The green paths support water splitting, whereas the red paths are loss pathways.

The emergence of postsynthetic treat-
ments highlights new opportunities to
understand and improve photoelectr-
odes.
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nonuniform depositions or cathodic electrodepositions that limit
the use of hole-blocking layers at the BiVO4−substrate
interface.7,39,46,47 Atomic layer deposition (ALD) stands out as
a method to fabricate conformal BiVO4 coatings within complex
device architectures while retaining compatibility with hole-
blocking layers and radial dopant profiles.45 Surface function-
alized ALD (SF-ALD) was recently shown to enable phase-pure
scheelite BiVO4.

32

The ϕsep of SF-ALD BiVO4 was remarkably sensitive to
postsynthetic treatment. Postsynthetic enhancements were
maximized with a treatment that involved exposing the sample
to AM 1.5G simulated illumination while applying an external
bias of 0.6 VRHE for 1 h. Corresponding to this treatment (PEC
activation), film optical absorptance decreased, ϕsep increased,
and both absorbed and incident photon-to-charge efficiencies
increased (APCE and IPCE, respectively; Figure 3a), with an
increase of APBE from 0.18 to 0.28% for 75 nm thick films in
electrolyte with hole scavenger (sulfite, Erc = 0.93 VRHE in eq
1).32,50 Note that ϕinj is assumed to be unity in the presence of
hole scavenger; no water oxidation data were presented. The
simultaneous increase of transparency with photocurrent is
counterintuitive given the relationship between LHE and
photocurrent in eq 2. This effect is attributed to the removal of
metallic defects during treatment (vide infra), which is expected
to improve ϕsep by removing photoabsorbing trap sites, thus
decreasing the overall optical absorption. The postsynthetic
enhancements were shown to be stable for at least 17 h. During
PEC activation, an oxidative photocurrent was observed to
increase and plateau; this was attributed to the combined
oxidation of hole scavenger and BiVO4 defects. XPS (Figure 3b)
analysis suggested that reducedmetal defects in calcined SF-ALD

samples (Bi0 and V4+) were fully oxidized (Bi3+ and V5+)
following PEC activation. The ALD of bismuth titanates with the
same Bi3+ precursor was previously shown to result in a mixture
of Bi3+ and Bi0,51 highlighting the connection of synthetic route
with point defect chemistries. Related postsynthetic treatments
such as UV-curing and photocharging also involve illumina-
tion;29,30 however, control experiments demonstrated that the
applied bias with PEC activation leads to larger improvements to
ϕsep and occurs much faster within 1 h. The ability of bismuth
vanadate to self-heal may explain its label as a “defect tolerant”
material.13 More work is needed to establish the precise nature of
the defects present in untreated BiVO4 and to determine if any
other phenomena are taking place; e.g., hydrogen or proton
uptake or surface state alteration.26,27,30

Annealing BiVO4 films in H2 was found to increase the
concentration of V4+ species while removing or passivating trap
states.24,26,27 H2-annealing has been demonstrated to improve
the onset potential and photocurrent of the photoelectrodes (93
mV shift to onset potential and increase to photocurrent from
1.23 to 1.43 mA cm−2 at 1.23 VRHE between as-grown and 290 °C
H2-annealed BiVO4, respectively),24,26 corresponding to an
increase in APBE for sulfite oxidation from 0.18 to 0.27%
between as made and H2-annealed BiVO4. Optimal annealing
conditions were reported as 15 min at 290 °C under 1 atm of
H2.

26 H2 annealing primarily improves ϕsep; however, a decrease
in ϕinj was also reported,27 possibly due to surface H affecting
water oxidation kinetic activity.27,52,53 Additionally, changes to
the surface hydroxyl (−OH) concentration were reported;25

such alterations were reported to affect ϕinj in BiVO4.
28,29 This

treatment was found to improve photocurrent regardless of
synthetic procedure27 and was helpful in improving the

Figure 3. Effect of a postsynthetic PEC activation treatment on 30 and 60 nm films prepared by SF-ALD: (a) IPCE, (b) APCE, and XPS of (c) Bi 4f
and (d) V 2p comparing as-made and activated SF-ALD BiVO4. Reproduced with permission from ref 32. Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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photocurrent of other photoanode materials.54−56 In the initial
report,24 density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggested
that elemental H was occupying both interstitial and oxygen sites
within the BiVO4 lattice, with both types of defects expected to
act as shallow donors. A follow-up report identified two local
hydrogen environments by 1H NMR spectroscopy that were
attributed to interstitial hydrogen (Hint) and substitutional
hydrogen (HO).

26 Notably, HO also had a trace presence in as-
made BiVO4. This was further supported by a second follow-up
report that quantitatively analyzed the loading of hydrogen into
BiVO4 by

15N nuclear reaction analysis, finding about 5× the
amount of hydrogen in annealed films (0.7 vs 0.14 at% for H-
BiVO4 and BiVO4, respectively).

27 Initially, the partial reduction
of V from 5+ to 4+ was attributed to the formation of oxygen
vacancies, vO.

24 However, subsequent investigations correlated
H2-annealing to a reduced photoluminescence (attributed to
removal of vO)

26 and increase in charge carrier lifetime,
suggesting a decrease in trap concentration by the removal or
passivation of traps (proposed to be interstitial V or V antisite on
Bi, Vint, or VBi).

27 Follow-up reports also agree on the presence of
one of the aforementioned hydrogen defects (Hint, bonded to a
bridging O) and that increasing the vO content is not the source
of improved ϕsep. There remains some question as to the nature
of the trap states removed or passivated (e.g., vO, Vint, or VBi).

26,27

Furthermore, there is disagreement as to the effect of H2-
annealing on charge carrier conductivity.26,27 Considering that
both vO and HO can yield the same XPS observation of partially
reduced vanadium, follow-up studies on hydrogenated photo-
electrode materials would benefit by parsing the multiple causal
pathways with further measurements such as electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS)57−59 or X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES)60 to probe changes to local electronic
environment caused by specific defect chemistries.
Postsynthetic Production of Free Carriers. Doping BiVO4 with

metals and nonmetals, commonly W and Mo, has been widely
utilized to synthetically alter the carrier density and conductivity
of BiVO4-based photoanodes.11,13,23,28,34−37,61 Recently, several
postsynthetic techniques have been utilized to similarly increase
free carrier density.6,8,62 It has been suspected that V4+ plays a
role in the native conductivity of BiVO4 photoanodes,

63 typically
attributed to the formation of O vacancies (vO) as a shallow
donor state.64 Consequently, several postsynthetic treatments
have related effects to conductivity and ABPE to alterations in V
oxidation state.8,24,62 However, recent work has shown that the
mobility of charge carriers in BiVO4 is not improved by
increasing vO concentration,26,27 suggesting that an alternative
mechanism may be present.
To achieve one of the highest reported ABPEs, researchers

activated their electrodes with a simple cyclic voltammetry
treatment in alkaline media prior to depositing the catalytic Ni-
borate layer.8 This treatment (five cycles of voltammetric scans
from 0 to 1 VRHE at 40 mV s−1) was suggested to involve the
reversible redox between V5+ and V4+. Improvements to ϕsep
following this treatment were attributed to an improved (lower
gradient) distribution of V4+ near the surface of the film.8 The
authors noted that others had observed a 5 nm “reduction shell”
at the surface of BiVO4; however, those observations were on
commercial powders that had not carried out PEC, and the
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging
may have itself induced changes.58 Within this reduction shell,
vanadium primarily exists in the 4+ state, compared to the 5+
state of bulk V, producing a n+−n homojunction that is
deleterious to charge separation.8,58 It was also noted that

onset potential was affected by vanadium redox changes. An
anodic shift to onset potential was observed with starting
potentials of 0.05−0.25 VRHE in current−potential scans,
indicating overly reduced V4+ produces charge recombination
sites.8 An alternative mechanism for film activation could involve
the incorporation of hydrogen defects (Hint or Ho, for example),
which would also reduce vanadium while introducing shallow
donors; further measurements could clarify the changes to defect
chemistry caused by such treatments. Calculation of the relative
ABPE enhancement would require electrochemical data from the
as-made sample.8

Doping BiVO4 with N2 (N-BiVO4) was also shown to
primarily improve photocurrent and ϕsep.

6 Charge injection
efficiency was calculated to slightly increase as well. This
treatment was reported to incorporate N in the lattice,
accompanied by the generation of vO. Using Kröger−Vink
notation, the proposed reaction was6

+ → ′ + +••3O N (g) 2N v 1.5O (g)O
x

2 O O 2 (4)

where OO
x denotes oxygen on an oxygen site, NO′ nitrogen on an

oxygen site, and vO
•• an oxygen vacancy. N-BiVO4 was achieved

by annealing under N2 at 350 °C for 2 h. N-BiVO4 resulted in a
reduced band gap (∼0.2 eV less) compared to untreated BiVO4
by increasing the VB maximum, as suggested by DFT
calculations and IPCE measurements. Whereas vO are proposed
by some to yield localized trap states in BiVO4,

6,26 the vO
production in N-BiVO4 was also accompanied by a shift of the
valence band toward the conduction band, enhancing activation
of vO as donor states. The charge mobility increased by 25%,
corresponding to an improvement in ϕsep from 88 to 94% at 1.0
VRHE. The concomitant reduction of band gap notably also
improved optical absorbance.6 The authors noted that the
changes in the XPS spectrum were not suggestive of changes to
the Bi nor V oxidation states, unlike several other postsynthetic
treatments discussed thus far. Overall, N-BiVO4 produced one of
the highest ABPEs reported to date (2.16%); in comparison,
untreated BiVO4 samples demonstrated an ABPE of 1.63%.
Additionally, the photocurrent for sulfite oxidation was stable for
50 h without decay,6 and water oxidation photocurrents decayed
after 30 h because of film degradation (perhaps caused by the use
of a phosphate buffer).6,8,65 Further investigation into the defect
chemistry specific to BiVO4 synthesized in this manner (i.e.,
electrodeposition and conversion) could be particularly
insightful, given the exceptionally high performance (APBE) of
this and similar reports (for example, refs 8 and 18).
Although the partial reduction of vanadium species is often

correlated with improved PEC properties (e.g., ϕsep or ϕinj), the
direct (electro)chemical reduction of BiVO4 is not as effective.

62

For example, BiVO4 was reduced electrochemically for 3 min at
ca. −0.3 VRHE followed by chemical reduction in 0.1 M NaBH4
for 3 min which enhanced the photocurrent from 0.5 to 1.4
mA cm−2 at 1.2 VRHE and was ascribed to an enhanced free-
carrier density from the production of vO and the associated
reduced vanadium oxidation states, as evidenced by XPS.62

ABPE increased from 0.04 to 0.16% following this combined
treatment. However, the benefits of this treatment were stable for
only 40min before the photocurrent began to decay significantly,
returning to the initial (untreated) photocurrent after 75 min.
The instability of this treatment might be due to the over-
reduction of BiVO4,

26 possibly resulting in the reoxidation of
species within the electrode. Additionally, more mild reducing
treatments (e.g., annealing in Ar to induce vO formation or less
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aggressive electrochemical treatment) have resulted in little to no
change to BiVO4 water oxidation performance.23,27

Briefly we note that the conductivity of BiVO4 may also be
enhanced thermally or by significantly increasing photon flux.
The low minority carrier mobility in BiVO4 is caused by
localization of the carriers as small polarons.66 A modest
temperature increase from 10 to 42 °C was shown to activate
minority carrier hopping in BiVO4 and significantly enhance the
PEC activity from 1.8 to 4.0 mA/cm2 at 1.0 VRHE.

36 Similarly,
increasing the concentration of incident photons (from ∼1018
photons cm−2 s−1 for AM 1.5 to ∼1024−1028 photons cm−2 s−1)
can overcome trapping mechanisms for both charge carriers and
significantly enhance mobility.13,15,16,27

Summary. Conventional methods of improving ϕsep in BiVO4-
based photoanodes have primarily been confined to heterometal
dopants and hole-blocking layers.11,34,39 Postsynthetic techni-
ques that have recently emerged can supplement or replace
synthetic approaches by removing common and/or synthesis-
specific bulk defects and increasing the free carrier den-
sity.6,8,24,26,27,32 The development of these postsynthetic

techniques continues to improve the understanding of BiVO4
defect chemistry and highlights the differences between various
synthetic methods.26,27,32

It is important to note that two of the techniques discussed
produced stable improvements through mild (photo)-
electrochemical treatments.8,32 One may expect that these
treatments affect only the near-surface; however, the improve-
ments to ϕsep suggest that bulk changes may be occurring, for
example, intercalation of hydrogen. Further data are needed to
better understand these changes.
Postsynthetic Improvement of Charge Injection at the Surface.

Postsynthetic treatments have been developed to modify the
surface and near-surface regions of BiVO4-based electrodes. As
described briefly above, theϕinj suffers from slow water oxidation
kinetics, which causes an accumulation of holes within the SCL,
particularly at BiO8 polyhedra.

67 This accumulation makes the
back-recombination of holes and electrons kinetically viable.17

Recombination can also occur at surface defects at the BiVO4−
electrolyte interface.23,35,68 Furthermore, the buildup of holes
within the SCL and near the surface of BiVO4-based photo-
anodes was linked to photocorrosion,1,3 in particular when
immersed in alkaline electrolytes.65,69 Clearly, the best strategies
to improve ϕinj and prevent electrode degradation should involve
either increasing the rate of water oxidation or decreasing the rate
of near-surface recombination (eq 3). Commonly, layers of
additional materials as protective layers or catalysts, e.g.,
amorphous TiO2,

35 , 38 , 69 CoPi ,10 , 12 , 70 NiOOH,6 , 18

etc.,8,68,69,71−73 are used to block native defects, store holes to
mitigate side reactions, or catalyze the water oxidation reaction;
however, simple postsynthetic modifications have also been used
to mitigate surface defects.23,29,30,68

Removal of Surface Recombination Sites. Surface recombination
sites can be removed or blocked by simple postsynthetic

treatments in both doped and pristine BiVO4. These treatments
provide simple routes to decrease krec and improve ϕinj, as
described in eq 3. Simulations of BiVO4 surfaces suggest that hole
localization and subsequent recombination at the electrode−
electrolyte interface is caused by native crystal distortions,67

whereas experimental evidence supports a second recombination
mechanism via segregated surface species.23

Ion segregation, or enrichment of a material constituent, at the
surface of photoelectrodes has been known to form recombina-
tion centers.23,74 In the case of Mo-doped BiVO4 (Mo:BiVO4),
Mo6+ aggregates at the surface were dissolved by an electro-
chemical treatment of 30 cyclic voltammetry scans from −0.3 to
1.16 VRHE, causing the photocurrent at ∼1.2 VRHE to
approximately double when illuminated from the front of the
photoelectrode, based on XPS and PEC characterization,
corresponding to an increase in ABPE from 0.09 to 0.24%.
Comparatively, nondoped BiVO4 electrodes showed no effect on
photocurrent following the same electrochemical treatment,
suggesting that the untreated Mo6+ locations are recombination
sites at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface.23 Additionally,
Mott−Schottky analysis suggested that bulk properties (e.g.,
carrier concentration) were not altered by the treatment; i.e.,
only ϕinj was affected.

23 Interestingly, a Bi-rich surface layer was
observed following the electrochemical treatment, suggesting
that V was also dissolved from the surface. The effect on
photocurrent or stability caused by dissolving V from the surface
or the enrichment of Bi at the surface was not reported,23 though
it should be noted that Bi-enriched BiVO4 surfaces were
previously shown to improve photocurrent stability.75 It should
also be noted that while this treatment and the EC/chemical
treatment discussed in the previous section62 both apply cathodic
potentials to reduce electrode material, the potential discussed
here was applied only for a brief time before sweeping to higher
(oxidizing) voltages, compared to holding −0.3 VRHE for 3
min.23,62 For this treatment, cathodic potentials (versus V4+/V5+,
Eapp <∼0.1 VRHE)

8 are applied for only∼6.5 s per scan before the
sweep becomes anodic (∼36.5 s for 0.1 < VRHE < 1.2). It would
seem that any reduction of V or other species within these BiVO4
films is reversed by the oxidation involved in each sweep, with the
exception of surface Mo6+ which is apparently dissolved
irreversibly into solution. Additional differing results between
this treatment and the previously discussed EC scanning
treatment8 can be at least partially explained by the electrolytes
used (sodium sulfate at pH 6.5 versus potassium borate at pH
9.4), as pH is known to strongly affect postsynthetic treatment.30

However, direct experimental comparison would be needed to
confirm these hypotheses. This electrochemical treatment was
found to be stable after storing treated electrodes in air or
vacuum for 12 h.23

While not strictly a postsynthetic treatment by our definition,
etching of an NiOx catalytic layer on BiVO4 was proposed to
block recombination sites ascribed to BiO8 polyhedra at the
electrode surface.67,68 Computational modeling suggested that
lattice distortions within the first∼2 nm of BiVO4 surfaces create
an environment favorable for hole trapping.67 Bi3+ surface sites
were reportedly blocked by the selective etching of nickel borate
surface layers in a potassium phosphate solution.68 The etching
procedure exposed VO4 sites while the remaining, noncatalytic
NiOx was primarily located on BiO8 sites. The resulting films
exhibited a significant improvement to ϕinj, improving the stable
photocurrent at 1.23 VRHE from 0.34 to 1.09 mA cm−268 and
improving ABPE to 0.39% from 0.07 and 0.15% for untreated
and NiOx catalyzed films, respectively. A small improvement of

The development of these postsyn-
thetic techniques continues to improve
the understanding of BiVO4 defect
chemistry and highlights the differ-
ences between various synthetic
methods.
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ϕsep for both catalytic and etched NiOx/BiVO4 samples over bare
BiVO4 can be observed in photocurrent data with hole scavenger
(sulfite) present.68 This work emphasizes the crucial role of
surface termination, particularly with multinary materials. Future
work on this treatment could be directed toward improving the
treatment route, e.g., by directing the passivating material to the
recombination sites initially and removing the need to etch, and
investigating the surface chemistry of BiVO4 (for example, the
role of different exposed metal sites and the passivation
mechanism of NiOx sites).
These postsynthetic techniques target both the electrode−

electrolyte interface and improving ϕinj by removing or blocking
surface recombination sites and represent facile approaches to
enhance the performance of both doped and pristine BiVO4

photoanodes.23,68 These diverse results highlight that there is not
a specific ideal surface termination because both Bi and V surface-
rich terminations were observed with improved charge injection,
depending on the particular report.
Near-Surface Doping and Surface State Alteration. In the near-

surface regime (i.e., 2−10 nm),67 partial reduction of V through
photochemical treatment has been associated with improvedϕsep

and ϕinj.
28−30 Photochemical treatments have been demon-

strated with both ultraviolet and visible light, and the resulting
effects can be achieved either in or out of electrolyte, depending
on the report.28−30 Soaking BiVO4 in AgNO3 can also improve
ϕinj significantly.

75

Relatively early in the PEC research on BiVO4, it was noticed
that the photocurrent in pristine BiVO4 decayed as much as 50%
within 30min, yet the photocurrent could be partially restored by

cyclic voltammetry or storing the electrodes in the dark for 24
h.75 Based on the existing knowledge of photoelectrode surface
modifications, this work exposed BiVO4 to a number of metal
salts (0.01 M, 12 h) to adsorb metal ions into BiVO4. Of the
different salts tested, AgNO3 solutions showed the most
improvement in photocurrent. Following AgNO3 treatment,
ϕinj was improved to near-unity and ϕsep was slightly improved at
high potentials (1.15−1.55 VRHE); APBE was improved from
0.06 to 0.21%. (Photocurrent was measured using an unfiltered
Xe lamp with ca. 2.6 × AM 1.5G intensity. Therefore, 260
mW cm−2 was assumed as the illumination power.) BiVO4

treated with AgNO3 demonstrated a stable photocurrent (1 h)
plateauing at nearly twice the saturation photocurrent of
untreated BiVO4. Following an XPS analysis on the effect of 1
h of photoreaction (e.g., PEC water splitting) on treated and
untreated BiVO4, it was found that V dissolved from the surface
of both treated and untreated samples; however, the surface of
treated BiVO4 was capped by a Bi-rich layer. The surface of
AgNO3 treated BiVO4 was etched following photoreaction;
beneath the surface, Bi and V were found to be stoichiometrically
matched even with 1.8 at% Ag+ present, and Bi was found to be
both in the normal Bi3+ and reduced Bi0 oxidation states; here it
should be noted that by incorporating metal species to BiVO4,
this treatment is not strictly a postsynthetic treatment. The
researchers attributed the improved photocurrent and stability to
both the protective Bi-rich surface layer and the Ag+ ion exchange
layer formed at the surface of AgNO3-treated BiVO4.

75

Additionally, it was hypothesized that the addition of Ag+ to
the near-surface region of BiVO4 would raise the VB maximum

Figure 4. (a) (left) Photocurrent densities of BiVO4 photoanodes, before and after exposure to 20 h of UV curing, in KPi buffered solutions
(solid) and after the addition of 0.1 mH2O2 (dashed), at pH 7; (right) J−V scans of 200 nm thick BiVO4 under back-side AM 1.5 illumination, in
0.1 M K-Pi buffer (pH 7.2). Arrows denote catalytic limitations for untreated (black) and photocharged (red) material. (b) (left) O 1s and V 2p
peaks of BiVO4 with 0 h (black) and 20 h (red) UV curing in XPS spectra normalized to V 2p3/2 signal. The inset images represent the possible
structures of crystalline oxygen (530.3 eV) and oxygen-based defect sites (532.3 eV) on the surface. The red spheres represent O atoms, and gray
spheres represent V atoms. (right) XPS spectra of BiVO4 photoanodes before and after photocharging in 0.1 M PBA buffer, pH 10, under AM
1.5G simulated illumination. Left-hand images in panels a and b are reproduced with permission from ref 28. Copyright 2016Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH&Co. KGaA. Right-hand images in panels a and b are reproduced with permission from refs 29 and 30, respectively. Copyright 2016 and
2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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within this spatial region,3,76 thus narrowing the band gap and
improving charge separation as well as absorption. Further
evidence would be needed to support this hypothesis.
For W-doped BiVO4 (W:BiVO4), curing electrodes in air with

UV light (∼10 mW cm−2, 20 h) significantly enhanced both ϕsep
and ϕinj (Figure 4a).28 The improvement of ϕsep was
demonstrated by comparing photocurrents before and after
treatment in the presence of a hole scavenger (H2O2). Evidence
of ϕinj improvement was shown by the change in photovoltage
from 0.17 to 0.41 V,28,77 as well as the comparison of water
oxidation photocurrents in relation to the photocurrents in a hole
scavenger. UV-cured W:BiVO4 films showed an improved ABPE
for water oxidation (0.20%) over untreated samples (0.07%).
The improvements ofϕinj were attributed to a change in the ratio
of dangling to bridging (oxy)hydroxyl group surface groups at
the electrolyte−electrode interface, where the amount of
bridging O was increased following UV-curing. Alterations to
film crystallinity and texture were also observed and would be
expected to affect ϕsep.

28 Further analysis on the effects of this
treatment (e.g., defect chemistry, carrier kinetics) in relation to
other photo(electro)chemical treatments could offer important
insights into the differences between pristine and doped BiVO4.
A separate light-based treatment was demonstrated to address

the limitations of BiVO4, denoted as “photocharging”,
29,30 which

uses long-time exposure of the BiVO4 photoanodes to AM 1.5G
illumination under open-circuit conditions in a cell filled with
electrolyte. Photocharging leads to greatly enhanced photo-
current, a strong cathodic shift of the photocurrent onset, and
improved J−V fill factor (Figure 4b). The photocharging-driven
activation of BiVO4 photoanodes is facilitated especially under
alkaline conditions, with slightly alkaline electrolyte (pH 10)
showing the greatest performance enhancements and slightly
acidic media (pH 4) showing no effect following photo-
charging;30 photocharged samples in pH 10 buffer were found
to have an ABPE of 1.67%, versus an ABPE of 0.16% for
untreated films. It is worth noting here that not all basic media are
appropriate for BiVO4-based electrodes; phosphate buffers
especially are known to etch BiVO4 to the detriment of film
performance and stability.8,65 The combination of requirements,
principally alkaline electrolyte and visible light illumination, led
to the conclusion that photogenerated holes (h•) and hydroxide
ions cause twomain effects: (i) hydrogenation of the near-surface
region, proposed as the formation of interstitial positively
charged defects (Hint

•) and resulting in V4+ and oxygen vacancies
(vO

••), and (ii) saturation of the electrode surface with hydroxyl
groups, which act as intermediates in the OER.30 The proposed
defect chemistry reaction, described using Kröger−Vink
notation and shown in eq 5, presents self-doping of the V2O5
sublattice with reduced VO2 species, in alkaline conditions
(OH−) and under illumination (h•). Here, care should be taken
to distinguish between a vanadium in vanadium site (VV′ ) and a
vacant oxygen site (vO

••). Furthermore, the (OO
x ) denotes the

oxygen atoms occupying the regular oxygen sites.

+ +

⎯ →⎯⎯ ′ + + + +

− •

•• •

2VO OH 2h

2V 4O v H 0.5O (g)

2
V O

V O
x

O int 2
2 5

(5)

These surface and near-surface alterations result in a record high
photocurrent for undoped and uncatalyzed BiVO4 of 4.3
mA cm−2 at 1.23 VRHE, an onset potential of 0.25 VRHE
corresponding to a doubling of the photovoltage, improved
ϕinj and ϕsep, and near-unity internal quantum efficiency.29,30

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) characterization

suggests that photocharging leads to the formation of a surface
capacitive layer, which has the ability to accumulate holes and
hence reduces the surface recombination. The formation of this
capacitive layer involves the increase of hydroxyl groups at the
surface and the partial reduction of vanadium 5+ to 4+, as
supported by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements,30 and more
recently by intensity modulated photocurrent spectroscopy
(IMPS).31 IMPS results further elucidated that ϕinj improve-
ments (caused by the aforementioned surface state changes)
increased charge transfer while decreasing recombination (kWO
and krec in eq 3, respectively).31

Contrary to the UV-curing study, which can enhance
performance even when illuminated in air, photocharging
could be performed only in an aqueous solution. While the
surface states were observed to change following both treat-
ments, the trends were opposite; i.e., increasing amount of
dangling −OH surface sites in case of photocharging in an
electrolyte and passivation of −OH in case of UV-curing in air
(Figure 4b).28,30 These differences between UV-cured W:BiVO4
and photocharged BiVO4 might be caused either by the
differences in deposition method (sol−gel spin coating vs
spray pyrolysis, respectively) which can cause different intrinsic
surface or bulk defects29 or by the addition of W to BiVO4 in the
UV-curing case which is known to form extrinsic trap states.13,27

As noted previously, doping BiVO4 can cause significant
alterations to the surface of BiVO4;

23 furthermore, doping
BiVO4 with W is known to form additional trap states (versus
pristine BiVO4), adversely affecting charge carrier mobilities and
lifetimes.13 More work is needed to confirm either of these
hypotheses. Notably, the mechanism proposed for photo-
charging is very similar to that for H2-annealed BiVO4 and the
role of hydrogen in BiVO4, as discussed in the previous section.

26

Both treatments, H2 annealing and photocharging, are proposed
to introduce hydrogen defects (HO, Hint) and vO as well as alter
the surface states at the semiconductor−electrolyte interface.
Both treatments have also been shown to improve ϕsep and
increase the concentration of surface dangling −OH groups,25,29

which were shown to improve ϕinj in photocharged samples.
30 In

addition to the treatment conditions, the most significant
difference between the electrodes is the localization of vanadium
reduction to the near-surface (top 5−10 nm, based on XPS, XAS,
and XANES results) of photocharged BiVO4 compared to no
reported localization in H2-annealed BiVO4. Similarities also
exist between the photocharging treatment and some of the
(photo)electrochemical treatments discussed in the previous
section.8,29,30,32 All of these treatments take place, optimally, in
alkaline media and are accompanied by changes in the V
oxidation state for an overall enhancement of photocurrent and
improved onset potential. Indeed, the photocharging effect
works best in alkaline media and not at all in acidic media.30

Additionally, the initial report on photocharged BiVO4 indicated
that the treatment was reversible (i.e., unstable) when stored in
the dark overnight in buffer;29 however, EC-treated BiVO4 was
reported to be stable over extendedmeasurements (10 h PEC, 10
days in borate electrolyte), perhaps owing to the deposition of a
catalytic layer following the electrochemical treatment.8

These similarities point toward a relationship between three
effective postsynthetic treatments for improving the PEC
efficiency of BiVO4, where H2 annealing, photocharging, and
electrochemical treatments achieve similar results based on
possibly related underlying mechanisms.8,26,27,30,32 Further data
are needed to develop a deeper understanding and to find the
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most effective treatments for further performance gains. Bringing
new measurement techniques to bare on BiVO4 will certainly
help illuminate changes.78−80

Summary. Postsynthetic treatments offer powerful ways of
removing a variety of surface recombination sites and improving
(near)-surface kinetic properties of BiVO4-based photoanodes.

Importantly, the type of defect present (and therefore the
synthetic method utilized) has a significant impact on the
effectiveness of a given postsynthetic technique. For example,
two similar treatments, UV curing and photocharging, are not
interchangeable and seem to have opposite effects on different
BiVO4-based electrodes.30 Likewise, two seemingly disparate
treatments, PEC activation (oxidation) and electrochemical
cycling, both improve electrodes similarly, presumably because
the initial-state after synthesis has different native defects.23,32

Therefore, as research on BiVO4 electrodes continues, it is
important to carefully characterize the types and location of
defects present within BiVO4 before and after treatments. This is
especially important when comparing different synthetic routes
but is equally relevant for the same synthesis where small changes
to instrumentation can produce significantly different materi-
als.27

Theoretical Limits. Enhanced theoretical models81 based on the
detailed balance concept82 predict fundamental prospects of
solar water-splitting devices and enable precise guidance for their
development.83 These models include fundamentally inevitable
losses such as radiative recombination, thermalization, and
transmission. However, oxide materials with highly nonideal
semiconductor properties, such as BiVO4, still represent
significant challenges for both theoretical prediction and
experimental implementation. Figure 5 compares the idealized
optoelectronic performance limit for BiVO4 (black line, in a
hypothetical PV configuration) with present day record current−
voltage characteristics (red and blue lines, PEC configuration, see

also Figure 1). The theoretical calculation (black line, Figure 5)
assumes idealized material by neglect of nonradiative recombi-
nation, of lattice imperfections, and of system losses (including
catalysis, band offsets, resistances, etc.) that largely diminish the
performance of experimental BiVO4 PEC devices. Fundamen-
tally, its 2.4 eV band gap (Ebg) enables BiVO4 to provide up to 2.1
V open-circuit voltage (Voc) and 14.5% PV efficiency at a load of
about 1.95 V (maximum power point, mpp). In the light of more
than 700 mV sacrificial overvoltage (in excess of the
thermodynamic water-splitting potential of 1.23 V), even bias-
free PEC operation of a single-junction absorber may appear
conceivable. However, a single-junction approach has not been
achieved in practice because of major material deficiencies
(recombination and poor band alignment) demanding a much
higher overvoltage budget.
Experimental PEC performance of BiVO4 (Figures 1 and 5)

lags far behind that ideal, but at least positive net energy
contributions (up to ∼2% APBE, see above)6,8 have been
realized. Present and future development deals with three major
bottlenecks restricting solar-to-hydrogen (STH) energy con-
version with BiVO4: (i) nonradiative recombination, (ii)
unfavorable band alignment, and (iii) an excessively large band
gap energy. Engineering solutions such as host−guest
architectures7,39,49 decouple the mismatch of diffusion and
absorption lengths enabling impressive photocurrents (Figure
5C). (We cannot exclude a certain level of overestimation in
literature data,86 but the significance of the achievements remains
obvious.) Gradient doping improves charge carrier extraction20

and thus effectively further suppresses the impact of nonradiative
recombination events toward a more rectangular I−V character-
istic (Figure 5D). Both concepts also promise minor improve-
ments of the photocurrent onset potential (Figure 5C) but are
limited by the intrinsically nonideal band alignment of BiVO4 to
the water oxidation−reduction potentials.
A priori, the transfer between absolute PV (upper axis) and

relative PEC (lower axis) potential metrics (Figure 5A) remains
unclear. Despite its high band gap and theoretical voltage
prospects, BiVO4 is considered incapable of driving unbiased
water splitting because its band edges do not straddle both water-
splitting half-reaction potentials.84 However, appropriate en-
gineering solutions such as surface modification with dipoles85 or
a buried p−n junction83 may lessen or even resolve the
misalignment. Tandem operation represents a more practical
solution already demonstrated today.20,86,87 Utilization of
inevitable transmission losses (photons <2.4 eV) by a
subsequently absorbing bottom PV structure may provide plenty
additional (built-in) bias voltage. Figure 6 maps detailed balance
tandem STH efficiency limits over both top and bottom absorber
band gaps. Optimum structures may tolerate up to 2.3 V of
overvoltage loss before severely restricting the performance
prospects. The popular concept of combining BiVO4 with
multiple bottom junctions accommodates even higher los-
ses.20,86,87 Achieved performance gains indirectly demonstrate
insufficient material quality of concurrent BiVO4, where its I−V
characteristics virtually never saturate to a light-limited photo-
current regime with low applied bias. Engineering concepts
promise to combine more ideal performance with better
photocurrent onset.
Summary and Future Outlook. Bismuth vanadate is a well-

studied and interesting material for use in solar-assisted water
splitting. Recently, a variety of postsynthetic modifications have
emerged to improve the ABPE performance of BiVO4.
Postsynthetic treatments have provided insights into BiVO4

Importantly, the type of defect present
(and therefore the synthetic method
utilized) has a significant impact on the
effectiveness of a given postsynthetic
technique.

Figure 5. Comparison of I−V characteristics of experimental BiVO4
PEC devices (blue/red, bottom axis) relative to the theoretical
detailed balance limit for BiVO4 photovoltaics (black, top axis).
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defect chemistry at the surface and within the bulk of the
material, yielding significant enhancements to charge injection
and charge separation, respectively. Importantly, it has become
apparent that probing the oxidation states by XPS alone cannot
distinguish between the multiple posited changes to defect
chemistries. For example, thermal hydrogenation,24,26,27 proton
intercalation,29,30 production of oxygen vacancies,6,24,29,30 and
electrochemical reduction8,62 all are expected to yield reduced
vanadium states. XPS measurements of vanadium oxidation
states alone are not sufficient to distinguish between these
various defect mechanisms. New insights will be drawn from
future studies that attempt to parse these multiple causal
pathways in the presently reported observations. Techniques to
probe local electronic environments, e.g., solid-state NMR (1H,
51V, and 209Bi),26,88−90 Raman and IR spectroscopy,88,91 electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS),57−59 STEM,58,92 and X-ray
absorption near-edge structure (XANES),60 could be used in
conjunction with computational methodologies to identify
changes to specific defect chemistries. Here, inelastic X-ray
techniques have yielded recent insights into changes at the
BiVO4−electrolyte interface78,80 and to electronic structure with
changing defect chemistry.4,79,93,94 Once the defects are
identified with specificity, then techniques that probe charge
carrier dynamics (such as transient diffuse reflectance and time-
resolved conductivity)16,27 or trap states (such as photo-
luminescence)26 could provide valuable insights into the role
of those defects sites (e.g., catalytic site, trap site, and/or donor).
Beyond immediate performance, postsynthetic treatments may
also elucidate possible electrode changes under extended service
and provide new strategies to enable extended device perform-
ance, furthering the development of commercial PEC water-
splitting devices.
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